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Harrier History

Designers Notes

The Hawker Siddeley Harrier is a British military aircraft. It was the first of the Harrier Jump Jet series of aircraft
and was developed in the 1960s as the first operational ground attack and reconnaissance aircraft with
vertical/short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) capabilities and the only truly successful V/STOL design of that era.
The Harrier was developed directly from the Hawker Siddeley Kestrel prototype aircraft, following the cancellation
of a more advanced supersonic aircraft, the Hawker Siddeley P.1154. The British Royal Air Force (RAF) ordered
the Harrier GR.1 and GR.3 variants in the late 1960s. It was exported to the United States as the AV-8A, for use
by the US Marine Corps (USMC), in the 1970s.

During the Harrier's service the RAF positioned the bulk of the aircraft in West Germany to defend against a
potential invasion of Western Europe by the Warsaw Pact forces; the unique abilities of the Harrier allowed the
RAF to disperse their forces away from vulnerable airbases. The USMC used their Harriers primarily for close air
support, operating from amphibious assault ships, and, if needed, forward operating bases. Harrier squadrons
saw several deployments overseas. The Harrier's ability to operate with minimal ground facilities and very short
runways allowed it to be used at locations unavailable to other fixed-wing aircraft. The Harrier received criticism
for having a high accident rate and for a time-consuming maintenance process.

In the 1970s the British Aerospace Sea Harrier was developed from the Harrier for use by the Royal Navy (RN)
on Invincible-class aircraft carriers. The Sea Harrier and the Harrier fought in the 1982 Falklands War, in which
the aircraft proved to be crucial and versatile. The RN Sea Harriers provided fixed-wing air defence while the
RAF Harriers focused on ground-attack missions in support of the advancing British land force. The Harrier was
also extensively redesigned as the AV-8B Harrier II and British Aerospace Harrier II by the team of McDonnell
Douglas and British Aerospace. The innovative Harrier family and its Rolls-Royce Pegasus engines with thrust
vectoring nozzles have generated long-term interest in V/STOL aircraft.

Growing up visiting air shows, the Harrier always created a buzz of excitement. The ability to hover was a science-fiction lovers marvel.  It made me think,
the next step will be hovering space-craft equipped with laser guns!

The anhedral wings are often a bit daunting for aeromodellers due to their inherent instability, however like the heavy lift cargo planes such as the C17
Globemaster, it clearly shows the pendulum effect; because the Vertical Centre of Gravity (VCG) is low, it remains stable like a parachute, but also offers a
more agile rate of roll.  perfect for a fighter with a heavy engine and thrust nozzles below the wings.

Suitable for a single pusher or 64mm EDF, I've made a variety of Harrier marks available to build from these plans - See images above. I have not
attempted to make this a VTOL version, at I believe at this scale it would be difficult, but I think at double the scale, with 3d printed nozzles etc (and lots of
trials), it should be possible.  Certainly others have build RC EDF powered Harriers - google 'Joel Vlashof harrier'

GR Mk7-9  / AV-8B

Kestrel / GR Mk1

GR Mk3

Sea Harrier

GR Mk 5 / AV-8A



Adhesives
> For the majority of construction :

- UHU Creativ for Styrofoam (also called UHU POR)
- 3M 77 Spray adhesive.

>For wing spars and motor mounts :
- Epoxy.  (5 and 15mins cure times are the most convenient)
micro-baloons can be added to reduce weight.

> For servo’s / and quick grab :
- Hot melt glue gun - Caution if the glue gets too hot it will melt foam - test first!

Tapes
> For holding parts tightly together whilst glue sets

- Low tack masking tapes
> For leading edges, hinges, general strengthening

- 3M Gift tape (Purple - not green one!) - I prefer lightweight plastic hinges.

Cutting parts
1. Print the plans,
2. Cut around each part using scissors - allow a border of approx (1/4”) 6mm
3. Use either 3M spray mount or a very light coat of 3M 77 to the back of the parts and
stick in an economical layout on the Depron foam.
4. Using a safety rule and craft knife over a cutting mat - important! use a fresh blade
otherwise it will drag and spoil the foam.  (I find the stanley knife perfect) make the
straight edge cuts, then the curved parts freehand.
5. Once the parts are cut-out, keep the template stuck to the part until just before needed
to help identify the parts.
6. After use, I find it helpful to keep all the used tempates in case replacement parts need
making. (the glue eventually dries and they don’t stick together!)

Glueing parts together.
1. Ensure a really good fit - this will reduce the amount of adhesive used. The Bar Sander
is a great tool for this.
2. Follow the adhesive instructions closely.
3. Use ordinary steel head pins to help keep the parts located whilst epoxy sets.
4. Use objects as weights such as paperweights to apply pressure whilst adhesive sets.
5. Use masking tape to apply pressure whilst adhesive sets. Also use masking tape
to along the slots for the wing spars whilst gluing the carbon rod spars into the wings.

IMPORTANT Wherever the plans call for marking guidelines onto the depron,
please ensure that you do otherwise it can cause problems later on. I suggest you
use a Sharpie Fineliner to transfer the lines.

Before you start.
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Choose your prefered variant
and its powertrain.   Caution :
The more weight you add, it will
need more assistance to take
off (e.g. Bungee), and will need
to land at higher speeds.
XPS/Depron is not the most
durable, so choose wisely.

All versionsx

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Gently curve the Lower
Fuselage Belly.

Note : Harrier variant GR5 and
upwards has a longer Belly.

All versions

PUSHER VERSION

CHOOSE POWERTRAIN
PUSHER EDF (64mm)

CHOOSE VARIANT

Kestrel / GR Mk1 GR Mk3 Sea Harrier GR Mk 5 / AV-8A GR Mk7-9  / AV-8B

EDF VERSION



PUSHER ONLY

Glue the Bleed Vent Sides
to the belly and then slot the
3mm intoBleed Vent Vanes
the slots as shown.

This vent is to allow air to
flow through the fuselage to
keep air flowing over the ESC
and also to reduce drag
created from the large
intakes.

x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Glue Bulkhead 1 in place
All versions

Belly Panel

Bulkhead 1

Pusher only
Bleed Vent Vanes

Bleed Vent sides



Glue the Forward Fuselage
Corner reinforcers in place -
use the lines on the plans to
guide you.

Note : Harrier variant GR5 and upwards
has  longer Corner Reinforcers.

All versionsx

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Glue the Forward Fuselage
Sides in place.

non-3d printed version :-
Once glued in position, using
a scalpel, trim away the holes
for the air intake ribs

Note - These parts are slightly different
for each of the Harrier variants.

All versions
Forward fuselage sides

Forward fuselage
Corner reinforcers

Non 3D printed intakes
Trim away after gluing



Glue the Rear Fuselage
Corner reinforcers in place
offset by the width of your
foam (typically 6mm for a
100% build)

Pusher version - trim the
reinforcers to sit around the
bleed vent.

All versionsx

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Glue the Belly Panel
Reinforcer in place.

All versions

Belly Panel
Reinforcer

Trim around
Bleed vent

Rear fuselage
Corner reinforcers



x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Glue and theBulkhead 4
Elevator Servo support
panel in place.Bulkhead 4

All versions

Elevator Servo Support

Glue the Forward and Rear
Pusher bulkheads in place.

Rear Pusher
Bulkhead (#4)

Forward Pusher
Bulkhead (#3)

Pusher only
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Adjust the hole size to suit
your EDF and dry-fit your
EDF unit to the bulkheads.Forward EDF

Bulkhead (#3)

Rear EDF
Bulkhead (#4)

EDF only

x
Glue both EDF bulkheads
into the assembly.

EDF only



x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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Using a hot soldering iron,
make a hole in the underside
of the 3D printed
Quadfurcated duct
and pass the three motor
cables through.

Connect the EDF to the ESC

Glue the duct to the Rear EDF
bulkhead - the exact angle of
the duct will be shown later in
the guide.

3D Printed
Quadfurcated Duct

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

EDF only

EDF only Cut a hole for your ESC so
that the heat-sink can sit flush
to the belly of the fuselage.

Using a circular sectioned
needle file, make grooves for
the cables to sit in.

Ensure the brass motor
connectors are soldered on,
then glue in place using hot
melt glue.

E.S.C.
(Electronic Speed Controller)



x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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NON 3D PRINTED BIFURCATED THRUST TUBE.

Using the Jigs, construct the Bifurcated thrust tube using up to 0.5mm plastic sheet and the templates provided.  In general tape the joints
together using nylon reinforced tape.  Use the 6mm foam ring to support the joint to the bulkhead.  Use the 3mm lite-ply Joint support
piece to help support and glue the two sides together (try and achieve a knife edge with the plastic where possibe).

Using a hot soldering iron, make a hole in the underside of the tube and pass the three EDF motor cables through.

Connect the EDF to the ESC.   Glue the duct to the Rear EDF bulkhead - the exact angle of the duct will be shown later in the guide.

EDF only

E.S.C.
(Electronic
Speed
Controller)

3mm lite ply joint support piece

6mm foam support ring

Tape the joints
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Glue the in place.RX Shelf

RX Shelf

All versions

Glue the Canopy support
pieces in place.

Canopy Support
Pieces

All versions
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Glue the Lower Bridge Panel
in place.

All versions

Glue the Upper Bridge Panel
and inCanopy Magnet Panel
place.

All versions

Lower Bridge
Panel

Upper Bridge
Panel

Canopy Magnet
Panel
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Glue the inFuselage Top #1
place.

All versions

Glue the toFuselage sides
the assembly.  Make careful
note to align the exhausts
according to the plan. This is
critical to getting the correct
thrust angle.

Applies to both the
Constructed and 3d Printed
Thrust tubes.

All versions

Fuselage Top #1

Fuselage sides



Glue the inFuselage Top #2
place.

Trim away the Aileron
fuselage positions.  Glue the
Aileron and Elevator servos in
place using hot melt glue.

Servo

All versions

Fuselage Top #2a

Aileron
Servos

Glue the Nosecone Aligner
in place

Page 15Harrier

All versions

Nosecone
Aligner
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EDF only

EDF Version

(Fuselage top panels made transparent to make it easier to see the electrical arrangment)

Connect the servo cables as shown, using servo extension cables where required.

Use dabs of hot melt glue to secure the cables and keep them out of the way of the battery compartment.

EDF only

ESC

Right Aileron
servo cable

Left Aileron
servo cable

Elevator
servo cable

ESC 'servo' cable (and extension)
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Pusher Version

(Fuselage top panels made transparent to make it easier to see the electrical arrangment)

Connect the servo cables as shown, using servo extension cables where required.

Use dabs of hot melt glue to secure the cables and keep them secure.

Run the motor cables out at the rearmost point on the centreline - recessed into the foam fuselage sides to allow for a foam panel to go
over the top. Run the battery cables through the forward fuselage sides and into the pusher battery compartment.

ESC

Right Aileron
servo cable

Left Aileron
servo cable

Elevator
servo cable

ESC 'servo' cable (and extension)

Pusher only

Motor
Cables

Reciever



Glue the in place.Nosecone
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All versions

Nosecone
(Laminated)

All versions

Nosecone
(3d Printed)

Create either a 3d printed
Nosecone or a nosecone
consisting of layers of foam
sanded to get the right
shape, by removing the
‘mountains’ until the ‘valleys’

are no more.

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Mountain

Valley

All versions



Glue the 6mm carbon spar
into the wing slots using
epoxy.  Use masking tape top
and bottom to contain the glue
while it sets.

Angle the wing mating faces
using sandpaper and block.

Glue the togetherWings
using the Wing Angle Jig as a
support - using PU adhesive.
The peak of the wings will
need sanding later so don't
use epoxy.
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Wing Angle Jig

All versions

All versions
Wings

Ensuring that on the Pusher
version the motor cables are
exiting the rear of the
fuselage,  glue the Fuselage
Top #2b in place.

Fuselage Top #2b
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All versions

Wing 'A'

All versions

Glue the wing to the
assembly, using the rear
fuselage cut-out, and the
trailing edge of the forward
fuselage as a guide.

There are two different wings
that can be used to create
the five variants.

This version suits :-

-  GR1
-  GR3
-  Sea Harrier

This version suits :-

-  GR5
-  GR7 & 9

This 'B' version with the
Ailerons/flaps either side of
the landing gear will need a
tie bar to connect both -
allowing both control surfaces
to operate as Ailerons.

Wing 'B'

Piano Wire Tie Bar
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Trim away for
Pusher version

All versions

Fuselage top #4

All versions

Cut out the Fuselage Top #3
from foam - cutting it shorter
if you are making a pusher
version as the Motor mount
stick will go in this space.

Glue in place.

Trim away for
Pusher version

Fuselage top #3

Cut out the Fuselage Top #4
from foam - cutting it shorter if
you are making a pusher
version as the Motor mount
stick will go in this space.

The area above the wings
needs chamfering to match
the ange of the wings so that
it creates a flat top surface.

The wing joint may poke
through a little,  with a block,
sand it down to match the
surrounding piece.

Glue in place.
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Trim away for
Pusher version

All versions

Fuselage top #6

All versions

Cut out the Fuselage Top #5
from foam - cutting it shorter
if you are making a pusher
version as the Motor mount
stick will go in this space.

Trim and don't stick the
access hatch as this will be
used for batter access on the
EDF version

Glue in place.

Fuselage top #5

Glue the toFuselage Top #6
the assembly.

If you are enabling the access
hatch, then split it so that it
releases.

Glue in place.

Like on the canopy fixing, use
two magnets to the rear and
a tongue forward to secure
the hatch.

Access Hatch
(optional on Pusher)

Access Hatch
(optional on Pusher)



Glue the Motor mount
Reinforcer 3mm plywood
pieces into the slots using
Epoxy.

There are 3d printable
versions available.
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Stick mount

3mm Lite Ply
Motor Mount Reinforcers

Glue the stick mount in place
- angled up 2.5 degrees.

Ensure the mount is well
secured.

I recommend trimming some
3mm liteply pieces and fitting
them as supports either side
of the stick mounts.

Pusher only

Pusher only

Support brace (x2)

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)



EDF VERSION

Glue the Elevator Reinforcer
3mm plywood pieces into the
slots using Epoxy.

There are 3d printable
versions available.
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3mm Lite Ply
Motor Mount Reinforcers

Either Fabricate or print a 3d
Printed and stickTailcone
onto the end of the fuselage
as shown.

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

EDF only

EDF only

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Tailcone
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40mm Aluminium tube

Trim an aluminium tube
chosen to be a snug fit
around your chosen carbon
elevator spar to 40mm
length.

All versions

Cut the Elevator spar pieces
and slide the middle spar into
the aluminium and fit 2x
drilled out prop adaptors to
prevent lateral movement.

Cut the head off two
M4x25mm machine screws
and bend in a vice to match
the elevator anhedral angle.

Using epoxy, glue half of the
bent bolt into the middle of
the carbon spar - ensuring
that both are as symmetrical
as you can achieve.

All versions

M4 x30mm machine screw
head cut off and bent.

M4 x30mm machine screw
head cut off and bent.

Prop adaptor
drilled out to 6mm

Prop adaptor
drilled out to 6mm

6mm carbon
spar (inside
alumium tube)
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All versions

4mm x 30mm
bent machine screw

(no head)

Drilled out
prop adaptor

Glue the elevator spars into
the elevators with epoxy,
using masking tape to hold
the epoxy in place while it
sets.

Using the Jig, support both
elevator in the correct
location, then epoxy the
carbon Elevator spars onto
the machine screws as
indicated on the diagram
above.

All versions

Elevator

Elevator spar

Elevator

Elevator spar

Fuselage

aluminum tube
Elevator



Alternatively fit the 3D printed
Air intakes (Pusher).
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Servo

Intake
rib #1

Bridge panel
(lower)

NON 3D PRINTED INTAKE

Glue nto theIntake Rib #1 i
slots on the forward fuselage
sides.

Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the so that theNacelle #1
forward edge is glued to the
rear face of the rib, and the
trailing edge is glued half way
on the outer edge of
bulkhead 2

Nacelle #1

Pusher only

Pusher only

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)
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Intake
rib #1

NON 3D PRINTED INTAKE

Glue nto theIntake Rib #1 i
slots on the forward fuselage
sides.

Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the so that theIntake Duct
forward edge is glued to the
rear face of the rib, and the
trailing edge is carefully fitted
and glued to the bellmouth on
your EDF - see diagram
below left.

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

EDF only

Intake
duct

Intake
rib #1

Forward
EDF

Bulkhead

Rear
EDF

Bulkhead

EDF SHROUD
Bellmouth

3mm Nacelle #1

3mm Intake duct

Section through intake (Not to Scale)

Smooth transition

Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the so that theNacelle #1
forward edge is glued to the
rear face of the rib, and the
trailing edge is glued half way
on the outer edge of
bulkhead 2



ALL VERSIONS

Glue the 3mm Nacelle #2 in
place - leaving a 3mm gap on
the edge of the rear bulkhead

Harrier

All versions

Nacelle #2

Alternatively Glue the 3D
printed EDF Intake Nacelle
in place - it has a built in
bellmouth that replaces the
one that comes with your
EDF.
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EDF only

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Leave 3mm
gap



Harrier

All versions

Nacelle #3

Glue to theIntake Rib #2
fuselage.
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All versions

Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the so that theNacelle #3
forward edge is glued to the
visible edge of the rib, and
the trailing edge is glued to
the face of Rib #2

Intake
rib #2



Harrier

All versions

Nacelle #4

Glue to theIntake Rib #3
fuselage according to the
markings on the side of the
fuselage sides.

For the EDF version, trim
away the rib where the
ducting clashes with it as
shown

Page 31

All versions

Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the so that theNacelle #4
forward edge is glued to the
rear face of the rib, and the
trailing edge is glued to the
face of Rib #3

Trim around the ducting on
the EDF version.

Pusher only EDF only
Intake
rib #3



Harrier

Nacelle #6
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Using 3mm foam, fabricate
the 5 so that theNacelle #
forward edge is glued to the
rear face of the rib, and the
trailing edge is glued to the
side of the fuselage.

Trim around the ducting on
the EDF version.

Nacelle #5

All versions

Pre form Nacelle #6 and glue
to the fuselage side as
shown.

EDF only
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Forward
EDF duct

NON 3D PRINT VERSION

Glue the Forward Duct
pieces together.

Sand to shape to represent
the real ducting,  Sand to fit
well to the curved fuselage
and then glue in place.

EDF only

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Forward
Duct

3D PRINT VERSION

Glue the Forward EDF Duct
to the fuselage.

EDF only
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NON 3D PRINT VERSION

Glue the piecesDuct
together.

Sand to shape to represent
the real ducting,  Sand to fit
well to the curved fuselage
and then glue in place.

Pusher only

Forward
Duct

Rear
Duct

Nacelle #6

Pre form Nacelle #6 and glue
to the fuselage side as
shown.

Pusher only
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3D PRINT VERSION

Glue the piecesDuct
together to the fuselage.

Pusher only

Forward
Duct

Rear
Duct

Nacelle #6

Pre form Nacelle #6 and glue
to the fuselage side as
shown.

Pusher only

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)



Glue the Vertical stabiliser in
place.

Harrier

All versions

Lower vertical stabiliser

All versions

Vertical
Stabiliser

Glue the lower stabiliser to
the underside of the fuselage.

You may wish to reinforce it
against ground impact with a
carbon spar running into the
fuselage.
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Carbon Spar



1. press magnet into depron to impress shape. 2. Dig out a recess for the magnet
using a sharp knife.

3. Apply glue into recess and
push magnet into it.

5. When fully cured, remove tape
and put adjoining magnet on top

6. When correctly aligned, press adjoining
depron onto the sticking up magnet to impress
shape.

7. Repeat steps 2-4 for the upper part.

Rare-earth Magnet

4. Whilst still wet, lay masking tape
over the area.

IMPORTANT.
Before glueing the upper magnet in,
check that the magnet is the right
way around!

depron spacer3mm lite ply
tongue

Magnets 3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

All versions

attachment process

Create the canopy in the same way as the nosecone, or 3d Print
one, and add a tongue and magnets as shown.
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Alternatively 3D print the
Wing Landing Gear and glue
to the wing.

Harrier

All versions
Wing Landing gear

wheel

All versions

Wing Landing
gear middle

Create the Wing Landing
Gear by constructing the parts
shown.  use a pin to secure
the wheel.
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Wing Landing
gear Lower

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)



Congratulations!  your model is now complete!

You can fly it as it is or paint it.

x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions
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x

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions

Use photos from the internet of the real plane to help shape and paint your model.
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